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Woden Community Service acknowledges the Ngunnawal people as the traditional owners and custodians of this land and their continuing 

connection to land and community. We also acknowledge Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples who have come from other nations to live on 
Ngunnawal land. We pay our respects to their cultures, ancestors and Elders past, present and future.



A Wheelie Good Start to the Holidays!

Today is all about wheels, including: bikes and scooters, 

unboxing new Lego with wheels; and a Remote Control Car to 

play with. If you don’t have a scooter or helmet, don’t worry, 

we have some you can use during the day.

Bring a bike or scooter, a helmet, and (if you have one) a 

Remote Control Car

The Great Outdoors
Bring a tent and try daytime camping. Really, it’s just an 
outdoor cubby. For lunch, we’ll walk to a local playground for 
a picnic. We’ll also create some artworks on the theme of 

nature, inspired by Cubism. (Note - we’ve requested beautiful 
weather from the BoM. Fingers crossed!)

Bring a picnic blanket and small tent (if you are able to)

Brought to you by the letters ‘A’ and ‘P’
EXCURSION Let’s Play Indoor Playground including Lasertag
Activ ities today are painting (and drawing) inspired by 
American artist Jim Dine, patterns in a collaborative mural 

inspired by another American artist ThankYouX.
Bring socks for the indoor playground 

Be here by 8:30 am for the excursion

You’re the Boss!
EXCURSION Movie: Boss Baby 2 (2021), Limelight
Today’s afternoon activ ities are decided by YOU! If you’d like 
to run them too, even better. You’ve got 6 days to plan. This is 

an exercise in creativity and teamwork. Start thinking…
Bring ideas!

Be here by 8:30 am for the excursion

Together or Separate?
Dance with your own headset during our Silent Disco, or you 
can just relax to the sounds. Help choose the songs. We’ll make 
mosaics where you combine separate pieces paper to make 

striking artworks. We’ll celebrate our diversity of style by making 
a Giant Jigsaw puzzle, where everyone makes a puzzle piece.

Bring your best dancing shoes

Hanging Around

It sounds like a relaxing day but it certainly is not. We’ll have a 

low slackline and top-rope for tightrope walking. We’ll make 

artworks of animals that hang e.g. bats, snakes and sloths. A 

group mobile. A hammock. (Actually, the hammock does 

sound pretty relaxing – well, we all need balance.) 

Bring shoes suitable for tight-rope walking i.e. sneakers

Most Wanted
EXCURSION Movie: Muppets Most Wanted (2014), NFSA
What else do children say is ‘most wanted’? Icecream! So we’re 
walking to the shops to buy a Frozen Yoghurt or a Paddle Pop. 

We’ll also create icecream artworks.
No need to bring money – we’ll shout the treat

Be here by 8:30 am for the excursion

All about moi!
EXCURSION Movie: The Muppets (2011), NFSA
Miss Piggy refers to herself as ‘moi’ and today is all about 
‘moi’: shadow box self-portraits; selfie opportunities with 

watercolour wings and a huge hot air balloon collage
Bring an empty cereal box for the shadow box portrait 
Be here by 8:30 am for the excursion

Spaced Out

It’s science with a space theme. Construct and fire rockets with 

launchers from Mt. Stromlo. Make fizzing moon rocks. Create 

your own galaxy (real or imagined). Mold clay alien figurines.

Bring an old shirt or smock for the craft and science activities

Things that make you say ‘Woah!’, ‘Ooh! ’, and ‘Ha!’ 

Science experiments with cola and mentos. Woah!Colourful 

explorations of surface tension. Ooh! Ferocious folding 

creatures. Funny portraits with speech balloons. Ha! 

Bring an old shirt or smock for the science activities

Curtin,
Patterson Hall

0472820865

20/9 to 1/10
8am to 6pm

Children need to 
bring a water bottle, 
morning tea, lunch, 
closed-toed shoes, 
and a sun-safe hat.

Please note that activities are
subject to change, based on the
latest COVID-19 health advice
from the ACT Gov ernment.



Please note:
• Policies and procedures for 

transporting children are in place and 
available at the service or by request.

• Risk management plans for excursions 
and incursions are available at the program 
or by request.

• Please ensure you are signing 
permission forms prior to the excursion day if 
possible.


